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_AD_E7_BA_A7_c84_259891.htm Skeptical/Sceptical(5次)1. The

meaning of the sentence is _____. you can interpret it in several

ways. (05/12)A) skeptical B) exclusive C) intelligible D)ambiguous2.

Students are expected to be quiet and ____ in an Asian classroom.

(03/12)A) obedient B) overwhelming C) skeptical D) subsidiary3.

We can’t help being ____of Bob who bought a luxurious sports car

just after the money was stolen from the office. (03/9)A) skeptical B)

appreciative C) suspicious D) tolerant4. Many scientists remain

________ about the value of this research program. (02/1)A)

sceptical B) stationary C) spacious D) specific 5. In some countries,

students are expected to be quiet and ________ in the classroom.

(01/1)A) skeptical B) faithful C) obedient D) subsidiaryTolerant(4

次)1. Having a(n) ＿＿＿ attitude towards people with different

ideas is an indication that one has been well educated. (05/6)A)

analytical B) bearable C) elastic D) tolerant2. We can’t help being

____of Bob who bought a luxurious sports car just after the money

was stolen from the office. (03/9)A) skeptical B) appreciative C)

suspicious D) tolerant3. The members of Parliament were ________

that the government had not consulted them. (02/1)A) impatient B)

tolerant C) crude D) indignant 4. Some fish have a greater

__________ for acid water than others. (98/1)A) tolerance B)

resistance C) dependence D) persistenceRevenge(3次)1. The

Spanish team, who are not in superb form, will be doing their best



next week to____ themselves on the German team for last year’s

defeat. (03/12)A) remedy B) reproach C) revive D) revenge2.

Englands team, who are now superbly fit, will be doing their best next

week to ________ themselves for last years defeat.(00/1)A) revive B)

retort C) revenge D) remedy3. I think that I committed a _______ in

asking her because she seemed very ups et by my question. (99/1)A)

blunder B) revenge C) reproach D) scandalRigorous(3次)1.

Nothing Helen says is ever ________. She always thinks carefully

before she speaks. (05/1)A) simultaneous B) homogenous C)

spontaneous D) rigorous2. Well be very careful and keep what youve

told us strictly________. (02/1)A) rigorous B) confidential C)

private D) mysterious 3. A visitor to a museum today would notice

________ changes in the way museums are operated.

(01/6)A)cognitive B)rigorous C)conspicuous D)exclusive Prime(2

次)1. If the value-added tax were done away with, it would act as a

____ to consumption. (05/12)A) progression B) prime C) stimulus

D) stability2. In ______ times human beings did not travel for

pleasure butto find a morefavourable climate.(01/1)A) prime B)

primitive C) primary D) preliminaryPriority(2次)1. Giving a gift can

convey a wealth of meaning about your appreciation of their ____

and the importance you place upon the relationship. (02/6)A)

solidarity B) priority C) superiority D) hospitality2. There is no

doubt that the ________ of these goods to the others is easy to see.

(02/1)A) prestige B) superiority C) priority D) publicity 100Test 下
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